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On September 18–22, 2001, the Symposium Castella Maris Baltici VI was held in Lithuania. This is already the 6th symposium for the researchers of the medieval castles. The first symposium was held in Turku, Finland in 1991, the second – in Nyköping, Sweden in 1993, the third – in Malbork, Poland in 1995, the fourth – in Estonia in 1997, and the fifth – in Denmark in 1999.

The topic of the conference held in Lithuania was “Contacts and Genetically Dwellings in the Castle Buildings”. Over 40 scientists participated in the conference from Denmark, Belarus, Finland, Sweden, Switzerland, Germany, Russia, Great Britain, Poland, Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania. In the conference there were not only reports presented but also the most famous castles of Lithuania visited in Vilnius, Trakai, Kernavė, Kaunas and Klaipėda.

The time of this conference coincided with the European Heritage Days “Defensive Fortifications in Lithuania”.

This conference was organised by the Public Institution Academy of Cultural Heritage established by Vilnius University, Vilnius Academy of Arts, Vilnius Gediminas Technical University, Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Lithuania and Department of Cultural Heritage Protection. The Symposium Castella Maris Baltici VI was sponsored by the Department of Cultural Heritage Protection. The Center of Cultural Heritage funded the publishing of this publication. I would like to express my gratitude to Diana Varnaitė, Director of the Department of Cultural Heritage Protection, Vitas Karčiauskas, Director of the Center of Cultural Heritage, Alyvydas Nikžentačius, Director of Lithuanian Institute of History, Juozas Barauskas, Director of the Publishing House Savastis, and editors of the publication prof. Werner Meyer and dr. David Gaimster.

Especial thanks deserve my colleagues who organised this event Rita Mosiejienė, dr. Justina Poškiene and dr. Gintautas Zabiela.

Dr. Albinas Kuncevičius


THE ROYAL PALACE IN VIENNA
UPPER CASTLE - PROBLEMS OF RECONSTRUCTION

Gintautas Rackevičius


I would like to attend you to the text of explanation to the panoramic plan of Vilnius made by Georg van Breyen's and Frans Hoogenbergh's during the second half of 16th century. This source reveals two Royal palaces in Vilnius castle. One of these was down the hill, and another on the hill.

An art critic and historian Vladis Drêma in his model of Vilnius castle as they were in the middle of the 17th century (made in 1695) has reconstructed the Royal palace on the hill with the oriels in the north-eastern corner and a corner tower in the south-western corner (NML: Drêma 1991: 111, fig. 131, 132). Later V. Drêma agreed, that in the light of modern research, some details of his model became incorrect. In particular he wanted to correct the buildings of Upper Castle (Drêma 1991: 110). An architect Sigismund Lasavičius, in his sketch-project of reconstruction (made in 1777) of the same palace on Upper castle, showed a fine Gothic styled residence with four oriels in each corner (AVD: F2 86-88), (Fig. 1).

The text of the most ancient plan of Vilnius describes the Royal palace on the hill as towered. So it had at least two towers (AML: G 10821). The Plan of Vilnius made in the beginning of the 19th century by Karolis Granertas also gives us additional information, such as that the Royal palace in Upper Castle had two corner towers at the corners of the southern frontage (Drêma 1991: 43, fig. 35), (Fig. 2). Another source, sephia drawn by Pranciškus Smuglevičius at the end of the 18th century, shows the ruins of the Royal palace with enlargement in the south-eastern corner (Drêma 1991: 84, fig. 86), (Fig. 3). Only at first sight it is possible to interpret this widening as oriels. Combining these three sources it is better to conclude, that the southern frontage of Royal palace in Upper castle had two defensive corner towers with widening at the top, also with barbaturies (Arm-brustscheiben) for the crossbow armed shots (Fig. On a Back page).

Written sources record that king Jogaila Vladislaw donated to bishop of Vilnius one brick and four wooden houses in Vilnius castle in 1387 (C.C.C 1948: 5). It is also very important that first known residence of the bishop of Vilnius a Lower castle in Vilnius also had two corner towers. That building as well as the Royal Palace in the Upper Castle was built with defensive walls which were built earlier: the most important purpose of that building was to defend the very important western part of Lower castle.

Chronicles describe the burning a wooden. The castle was fired by crusaders in 1390 (Vygandas Marsbergis 1999: 199; CEV 1882: 196, 1009, 1033). The majority of researchers agree, that the Curved Castle situated on Bold (Pilkasis) hill on another bank of eastern branch of the river Vilnia, in front to the east of Castle (Pilies) hill (Kikaukas 1988: 14). Bold hill is higher than Castle hill, that is why in another chronicle Curved castle defined as Highest castle (Johann von Postige 1866: 167). So at the end of the 14th and the beginning of the 15th century there was a military necessity of reinforcement of Upper castle from the east side. It's possible that it caused a reason to launch two corner towers with additional positions for the crossbow armed shots, because Upper castle just from south-eastern corner was not defended by defensive walls of the Lower castle.

Well known researcher of Castles Napoleonas Kikaukaskas, dated the building of the Royal palace on the hill dated to the second half of the 14th century (Kikaukas 1989: 153). The last and greatest reconstruction of the Upper castle was carried out after a fire in 1419 by a rule of Vytautas - Alexander the Great. To the opinion of historian Juozas Jurginis the Upper castle was reconstructed in a period of short time. Since already in summer of 1422 Vytautas - Alexander had wrote a letter to Archbishop of Riga and received envoy of the Pope at Vilnius castle (Jurginis 1971: 29; CEV 1882: 555). Vytautas - Alexander visited the German Order twice in the years of 1382-1384 and 1390-1392. He had an opportunity personally to see Order castles, including Marienburg (Malbork). It is possible that palace of the Great master (Der Hochmeister-Palast) in the Middle Castle (Mittelschloss) of Marienburg, with two corner towers on the western frontage, influenced the reconstruction of the Royal palace in Vilnius Upper castle.

Archaeologist Alina Kielienė excavated the deepest layers beside the western and southern frontages of Royal palace in 1938. Perhaps, she founded remains of two corner towers at the corners of the southern frontage. All documents of archeological record were at the author's apartments during the nazi occupation. She prepared excavation material for publication. It is a pity, but during the uprising...
in Warsaw in 1944. A. Kietlinska's family home was demolished and all documents disappeared (Tautavičius 1960: 4, 5).

At the beginning of the 15th century the royal palace on the hill took some exterior decoration of late Gothic style. During archeological investigation of the Castle hill in 1969–1999 were founded over one hundred fragment of green glazed tiles (Rackevičius 2000: 39, 41, 47). Those were found on the original external side covered by green glazed belong to buildings of the Upper Castle, also, possibly, to the roofs of the defensive walls. It's impossible to say how exactly the roofs of the Upper castle were ornamented, because there is no iconography from 15th century. I would like to propose just one of a lot possible ways of roof decoration in Gothic style for Royal palace in Vilnius Upper castle.

The Insular castle of Trakai was reconstructed, or, by another opinion, built, also, at the beginning 15th century, (around 1407–1408) (Jurginis 1971b: 97). According to the written sources Vytautas-Alexander spent more his time in Trakai than in Vilnius (CEV 1882). Some documents about the Gothic trough-shaped tiles, found during restoration works at the Insular castle, proved that these roofs were decorated with green color glazed tiles as well in Vilnius Upper castle, and also with black and grey tiles. Beads of doubt the roof of Luck Upper castle was already decorated with gre color glazed roof tiles during the famous conversion of 1429, when Vytautas-Alexander was proclaimed king of Lithuania (Rackevičius 2000: 40, 43). In one of the nearest European capitals of that time - Marienburg analogous Late Gothic decoration of the roofs was well known. Here it is also possible to speak about Vytautas-Alexander relationship with the German Order and his personal impressions. I would like to pay your attention a well known example - the roofs of Marienburg Upper castles (Hochschloss) ornamented with yellow and green glazed tiles (Riestra 1998: 225).decorating of external walls with black brick headers was much more simple and spread wider in the Middle Ages. Architectural exploring on the hill was very complicated, because of the work - load of preserving and conserving the ruins of the Royal palace. Works of conservation started in 1905 (Kūkaiusas 1989: 63). Some work preserving the ruins of walls and partial reconstruction continued till 1965. Archeological sources also gave no information about external decoration, because before the World War II and even later still the bricks were not treated as archeological finds. I would like to base this reconstruction of black brick ornaments on an analogy of the Trakai Insular castle, which was reconstructed at the beginning 15th century (roughly 1407–1408), but it is impossible. During the restoration of Insular castle before World War II black brick ornaments on the towers and Royal palace were (Borovicki 1941: 203, 204, 207, 208, 213, 219, Fig. 19: 2). Illustrations of the published report by an architect of conservation do not show us what kind of ornaments were decorating the buildings of Insular castle. During later reconstruction of an Insular castle these Gothic decorations were not restored or recreated (there are just some small original parts of ornamented walls). Some brick walls of Trakai Peninsular castle also were decorated with black bricks, but it is not clear when (Orda 1960: 67).

The reconstructed decoration of external walls of corner towers at the Royal palace on the hill was based on nearest analogy from Vilnius city. For instance black brick ornament on the stair tower on the north-western corner of St. Mary church on Franciscan monastery. Franciscans built their church on Trakai street before the official conversion of Lithuania in 1387. But crusaders demolished that church in 1390. The new church was built at the beginning of the 15th century (about 1421) (Jankevičienė 1988: 129, Drūma 1991: 265). First references to St. Mary church came from a document dated to 1422 (CCDV 1948: 113). The last reconstruction of the Upper castle was finished at the same period (about 1421–1422).

One of the earliest catholic churches - St. Nicolas in Vilnius - was mentioned in written sources the first time in 1387 (CCDV 1948: 5, 6). After last restoration of the church on the southern facade it is possible to see the remains of analogous diamond - shaped black brick ornament of the St. Mary church. Another Franciscaans built St. Mary church in Kaunas at the beginning of the 15th century. The first reference come from a document dated 1439, which permit services for foreigners, mainly merchants (CCDV 1948: 180). St. Mary church frontages also decorates with diamond - shaped and crossed - shaped black brick headers ornaments (Jankevičienė 1991: 211). One of the Kaunas Cathedral church southern frontage buttresses also decorated with diamond - shaped black brick headers (Griškevičiūtė-Jankevičienė 1960: 134, 135, photo 11). According hypothesis, the Parish church (later Cathedral) in Kaunas was built approximately at 1408 –1413 (Griškevičiūtė-Jankevičienė 1960: 127).

Marienburg - the nearest capital of that time - castle buildings defensive walls, as well as a residence of Great master were decorated with various ornaments of black brick headers (Chrzanoski, Korneczki 1995: fig. 393, 397). One of most distinctive examples of diamond - shaped ornaments are from German Order castle in Radzyń chelmński (castrum de redino, Reden), (Chrzanoski, Korneczki 1995: fig. 404). The German Order built St. George's Church on the Nevedis river bank just on the border with Lithuanian Great Duchy in 1403. The right buttress on the main frontage at St. George church also has a diamond - shaped black brick headers ornaments (Jankevičienė 1988: 123, 124).

I just would like to express my opinion, that we just standing at the beginning of understanding our the architecture in Middle Ages, and also at the beginning of historical reconstruction of our castles. It is necessary not be in a hurry with the rebuilding of imaginations, which do not have much common with our history.

You may ask me - what was the reason for preparing this report? I think, that as a corrected sketch - it is more realistic, but not enough. I would be grateful to all colleagues for additional information, especially about documents or publications of archeological excavations on the Castle hill by A. Kietlinska.

Special thanks to Vytautas Abramauskas, dr. Napoleonas Kiktauskas, Alyza Migziužienė.

Abbreviations
AVD - Archive of Vilnius district
AML - Art Museum of Lithuania
NML - National Museum of Lithuania

Summary
The most important source of representation of the Royal palace is a plan of the city of Vilnius made by Georg van Breuyen and Frans Hogenberg's during the second half of the 16th century. The explanatory text of the panoramic view reveals two Royal palaces at Vilnius Castle.

An art critic and historian Vladas Drėma in his model of Vilniaus castle in the middle of the 17th century reconstructed the Royal palace on the hill with an oriels in the north - eastern corner and corner tower in the south-western corner. Later an architect, Šigita Lasa- vickas, in his project of reconstruction of the same palace on Upper Castle, showed line a Gothic - styled residence with four oriels in each corner (Fig. 1).

Let us go back to the text of the most ancient plan of Vilnius, which describes the Royal Palace in the hill as having towers. So it had at least two towers. The plan of Vilnius made at the beginning of the 19th century by Karolis Grunetas also gives an additional information, that the Royal palace in the Upper Castle had two corner towers at the corners of the southern facade (Fig. 2). Another source - sepia drawn by Prančiškus Smuglevičius at the end of the 18th century shows the ruins of the Royal palace with an enlargement in the south-eastern corner (Fig. 3). Only at first sight it is possible to interpret this widening as an oriels. Combining these sources it is better to conclude that the southern frontage of Royal palace in the Upper Castle had two defensive corner towers with widening in the top, also with bastlistaries (Armbirstuchsscheiche) for crossbow shots (Fig. 4 on Front page).

The last and largest reconstruction of the Upper castle was made after fire in 1419 and carried out by Vytautas-Alexander the Great. At the beginning of the 15th century reconstructed Royal palace on the hill took on some exterior decoration of the late Gothic. Vytautas - Alexander visited German Order twice in the years of 1382–1384 and 1390–1392. He had an opportunity personally to see Order castles, also Marienburg (Malbork). It is possible that the palace of the Great master in the Middle Castle of Marienburg with two corner towers on its western frontage, influenced on reconstruction of the Royal palace in Vilnius Upper castle.